APRIL 20 – 28

Engineered by The Franklin Institute,
The Philadelphia Science Festival
is an annual celebration that empowers
the region’s leading scientific,
educational, and cultural institutions
to collaborate in creating unique
events that inspire interest in science.

2018

Thank you to everyone
who supported the
8th annual Philadelphia
Science Festival!

THANK YOU TO OUR
2018 SPONSORS!

FESTIVAL
RECAP

Festival activities illuminate how science is a part of
everyday life and inspire attendees to feel excited and

SPONSOR EDITION

curious about science. Since its inception in 2011,
the Festival has worked with thousands of STEM
professionals and activity providers from over 500
organizations throughout the region.

www.PhilaScienceFestival.org | #GETNERDYPHL

MORE @
PhilaScienceFestival.org
#GETNERDYPHL
PhilaSciFest
PhilaSciFest
PhilaScienceFest

FESTIVAL HIGHLIGHTS...
CITYWIDE
STAR PARTIES
Multiple communities across the
Delaware Valley participated
in this simultaneous stargazing
event, a signature Festival event
that impacted hundreds of people
at 25 locations, covering 600
square miles across 7 counties.

THE SCIENCE
CARNIVAL
The Science Carnival on the
Parkway invited attendees to
discover the scientific breakthroughs taking place in their own
backyard as part of the region’s
largest celebration of science.
•	The Carnival had approximately
35,000 attendees in 2018
•	100% exhibitors rated their
experience positively

From April 20-April 28,
the Festival convened
nearly 200 partner
institutions to facilitate
314 hands-on activities
at 84 events!

• 160 hands-on activities,
a new record!
• 50% of attendees were
first-time Festival goers
•	73% of attendees were made
more aware of science and
engineering organizations
at the Carnival

50,000 ATTENDEES
GOT CURIOUS,
GOT CREATIVE,
AND BEST OF ALL
GOT NERDY!

BE A SCIENTIST!
Be a Scientist! programs fostered
STEM career awareness among
children at 21 locations, including:
• Be a Nurse!
at Rutgers University
• Be a Boat Engineer!
at Independence Seaport Museum
• Be an Entomologist!
at Glen Foerd on the Delaware

ADULT EVENTS
12 adult events engaged
new audiences
•	1 ,500 adults participated in
hands-on activities from
16 organizations at 7 venues
during this year’s Fishtown
Science Crawl
•	20 partner organizations plus
15 merchants participated in
Brain Food, the first-ever Science
Night held at Philadelphia’s iconic
Reading Terminal Market

WE

OUR SPONSORS

WHY SPONSOR?
“We wanted to educate attendees
on ways in which agriculture can
power a growing world. Seeing
children eagerly play with crops
and gain an appreciation of where
their food comes from showed us
that we are reaching this goal by
participating in the Philadelphia
Science Festival.”
—FMC

“One of the best parts was
being ableto see our employees
interacting with people of all
ages and backgrounds, tackling
challenging science questions,
and watching the kids’ eyes
light up.”
—EMD PERFORMANCE MATERIALS

100% of sponsors are
planning to return in 2019!
THEY REPORTED AN INCREASE
IN VISIBILTY IN BRANDING,
EMPLOYEE & STUDENT
ENGAGEMENT AND
OUTREACH OPPORTUNITIES!

“The Festival is a great vehicle to foster collaboration and
team building amongst our students, faculty, and staff.
Employee morale and pride is boosted, the community
gains a greater appreciation of the value of the STEM
fields in our daily lives, and we are stimulating young
minds to pursue education and careers in the sciences.”
—JEFFERSON UNIVERSITY

